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Seismic refraction measurements
at Byrd Station

HEINZ KOHNEN and CHARLES R. BENTLEY

Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Wisconsin

Seismic investigations in Antarctica and Greenland
have shown that wave velocities in ice are affected by
anisotropic crystal orientation and by different modes
of densification. To study these effects, seismic refrac-
tion measurements were made near Byrd Station,
where densities and crystal orientations through the
ice sheet are known from deep and shallow drill holes.

The refraction measurements comprised a common-
reflection-point profile 10 km long (profile I) and two
single-ended profiles 10.5 km long (profile II) and
7.7 km long (profile III), angled 60° to one another.
The common central point of the profiles was 10 km
southeast of the station. The ice thickness at the cen-
tral point was found to be 2,030 m, approximately
100 m less than at Byrd Station.

The geophone spacing was generally 30 m. Closer
spacings of 2 m on the first 92 m and then 5 to 15 m

out to 700 m were chosen for a detailed study of the
velocity distribution in the upper few hundred meters
of the finn layer. Distances were measured with a
50-rn tape with an estimated error of less than 0.1
percent. An HTL 7000B seismograph system was used
together with 7- and 20-Hz vertical geophones and
7-Hz horizontal geophones.

The maximum velocities from the refraction pro-
files, corresponding t6 propagation in ice of density
0.91 g/cm 3 , are—

Profile I:	V, = 3.863 ± 0.003 km/sec
V	1.949 ± 0.017 km/sec

Profile II:	V = 3.857 ± 0.004 km/sec
V5 = 1.949 ± 0.016 km/sec

Profile III:	V, = 3.859 ± 0.004 km/sec
= 1.950 ± 0.013 km/sec

and from these results we can give the overall mean
velocities for horizontally traveling P- and S-waves
as V, = 3.860 ± 0.003 km/sec and V = 1.949 ±
0.010 km/sec. The maximum depth of penetration for
both wave types is approximately 200 m. Fig. 1 shows
the reduced P-wave travel time curve for profile II.

A mean attenuation constant for P-wave ampli-
tudes of a = 0.18 X 10 3m' at 100 Hz has been
calculated. This value is smaller by a factor of about
2 than the attenuation constants derived by Robin
(1958) for the antarctic ice sheet and Kohnen (1969)
for the Greenland ice sheet. In the investigations at
Byrd Station the amplitudes were not affected by
automatic gain control, and the recording system was
carefully calibrated.

A plot of attenuation constant versus frequency
(fig. 2) gives a linear relationship of the form a =
(0.15 f + 3) >< 10- s with a correlation coefficient of
0.95. A linear law is consistent with the theory of
White (1966), in which attenuation is related to
sliding and static friction at the grain boundaries in
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Figure 1. P-wave travel time curve, profile II.	 Figure 2. Attenuation constant versus frequency.
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granular media. Extrapolating with the aid of in-
vestigations by Attewell and Ramana (1966), which
extend the linear relationship of solids over a wide
frequency range, a comparison can be made with the
results of Westphal (1965) and Langleben (1969).
The difference at a frequency of 2.5 kHz, where
Rayleigh scatter is still insignificant, probably reflects
the temperature dependence of the attenuation con-
stant. Assuming other effects to be negligible, we
calculate an activation energy of 6.2 kcal/mole,
whereas the activation energy for basal and nonbasal
slip in a single crystal, and also for self-diffusion, has
generally been determined to be about 16 kcal/mole
(e.g., Higashi, 1969).

In addition to the refraction measurements, a re-
flection profile was shot along the route between Byrd
Station and the longwire substation. The depth sound-
ings show an increase of ice thickness from 2,120 m
about 4 km from Byrd Station to 2,655 m halfway to
longwire, then a slight decrease of thickness to 2,580
m about 4 km from longwire.
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Structural glaciology of Meserve Glacier
Phase 3
T. HUGHES

Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University

Field investigation of the mode of flow of Meserve
Glacier consisted of three major phases: (1) the sur-
face strain field, deduced from a triangulation strain

network tied to control survey stations established
in 1965-1966; (2) the basal strain field near the edge
of the glacier, deduced from the deformation of a 100-
rn-long tunnel and two holes bored from the top of
the glacier into the tunnel, 1965-1968; and (3) the
internal strain field down the centerline of the glacier,
deduced from the deformation of three holes bored
from surface to bedrock at sites G3, G4, and G5
(see fig.), drilled in 1968-1969. The results of phases
1 and 2 have been published by Holdsworth (1966,
1967, 1969a, b), principal investigator for all three
phases, and by Holdsworth and Bull (1970). The
results of phase 3 analyzed to date are summarized
here.

In phase 3, I supervised resurveying of the sur-
face strain network of phase 1, relogging of the bore-
holes of phase 2, and—the primary objective—drilling
of the boreholes at sites G3, G4, and G5. I was
assisted by Messrs. Maurice J . McSaveney, Friedrich
L. Belzer, and John D. Gunner. Dr. Cohn B. Bull and
Dr. John F. Nye joined us in January 1969. Tem-
perature and initial inclinations of the boreholes were
logged in January 1969, and inclinations of boreholes
G4 and G5 were relogged by Holdsworth in January
1970 and by Mr. Olav Orheim and myself in Febru-
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